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Abstract. Semantic segmentation with deep learning has achieved great
progress in classifying the pixels in the image. However, the local location
information is usually ignored in the high-level feature extraction by the
deep learning, which is important for image semantic segmentation. To
avoid this problem, we propose a graph model initialized by a fully convo-
lutional network (FCN) named Graph-FCN for image semantic segmen-
tation. Firstly, the image grid data is extended to graph structure data
by a convolutional network, which transforms the semantic segmentation
problem into a graph node classification problem. Then we apply graph
convolutional network to solve this graph node classification problem.
As far as we know, it is the first time that we apply the graph convo-
lutional network in image semantic segmentation. Our method achieves
competitive performance in mean intersection over union (mIOU) on the
VOC dataset(about 1.34% improvement), compared to the original FCN
model.
Keywords: Graph neural network, Graph convolutional network, Se-
mantic segmentation
1 Introduction
The semantic segmentation is an essential issue in the computer vision field,
which is much more complex than the classification and detection task[11]. This
is a dense prediction task which needs to predict the category of each pixel,
namely it needs to learn the object outline, object position and object category
from the high-level semantic information and local location information[16].
Deep learning-based semantic segmentation methods, particularly, the convo-
lution neural networks have taken a series of significant progress to this domain.
The powerful generalization ability of obtaining the high-level features brings
the outstanding performance of the image classification and detection task[5,19].
But the generalization accompanies the loss of local location information, which
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increases difficulties for dense prediction tasks. The high-level semantic infor-
mation with a large receptive field corresponds to a small feature map in the
convolution neural networks, which brings the loss of local location information
at the pixel-level[6,7]. Many deep learning-based methods have made improve-
ments on this problem, such as full convolution network (FCN)[16], Segent[1],
Deeplab methods[2,3,4]. These works use the full connected layer, dilated convo-
lution, and pyramid structure to lessen the location information loss in extracting
high-level features.
In order to solve this problem, firstly, we establish a graph node model for
the image semantic segmentation problem . The graph model methods have
been widely used in segmentation problems[10]. The methods regard the pixels
as the nodes, and the dissimilarity between the nodes as the edges. The best
segmentation is equivalent to the maximum cut in the graph. And combining the
probability and graph theory, the probabilistic graphical model methods, such
as Markov random field and conditional random field, are applied to refine the
semantic segmentation result[20,13]. These methods model the detected object
as the nodes of a graph in the image, and by extracting the relation between the
objects to improve the detection accuracy[15]. Compared with the grid structure
representation of input data in the deep convolution model, the graph model has
a more flexible skip connection, so it can explore a variety of relationships among
the nodes in the graph[18,17,9].
Limited by the amount of calculation, we initialize the graph model by the
FCN. The graph model is established on a small size of the image with the nodes
annotation initialized by FCN [16] and the weights of the edges initialized by
the Gauss kernel function.
Then we use the graph convolutional network (GCN) to solve this graph
model. GCN is one of the state-of-the-art method to deal with graph structure
data[12,8,14]. The node-based GCN uses the message propagation to exchange
information between neighbor nodes. This process can extracts the features in a
large neighborhood of the graph acted the similar role of convolution and pooling
layer in the convolutional network. Because there is no nodes disappear in this
process, the node-based GCN expands the receptive field and avoids the loss of
local location information.
In this paper, a novel model Graph-FCN is proposed to solve the semantic
segmentation problem. We model a graph by the deep convolutional network,
and firstly apply the GCN method to solve the image semantic segmentation
task. The Graph-FCN can enlarge the receptive field and avoid the loss of local
location information. In experiments, the Graph-FCN shows outstanding per-
formance improvement compared to FCN.
2 Problem Formulation
Semantic segmentation is a pixels classification problem in the image. In 2015,
Jonathan Long et al. used the convolution layer instead of the fully connected
layer to establish the end-to-end FCN for pixels classification. The FCN adopts
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the convolutional layer to extract the local feature on the receptive field. Then it
uses the upsampling to restore the feature map to the original size of the image.
The model implements pixels-to-pixels mapping, and all the pixels in a single
image are propagated forward and backward in parallel. The label image can
be obtained by arranging the categories of pixels by pixel position. The input
of the FCN is the image X,X ∈ R3×w×h, the w is the weight of the image
and the h is the height of the image. The output is the predict label image
Y,Y ∈ Rw×h, yi,j ∈ R
w×h. For semantic segmentation task, it is usually uses
the cross-entropy loss function of all the pixels in the label image:
LFCN =
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
−p(y∗i,j) log (p(yi,j)) (1)
where the truth label of the pixel (i, j) of the label image is denoted as y∗i,j , and
p(y∗i,j) represents the probability of the y
∗
i,j. FCN model can be trained end-to-
end by minimizing the cross-entropy loss LFCN using the SGD algorithm.
For the deep learning methods, generalization facilitates identification of de-
formed objects in image classification and recognition tasks. The pool layer in-
creases the receptive field and decreases the resolution which leads to the loss of
pixel position information [16].
Fig. 1. The structure of FCN.
FCN introduces the skip connection to fuse feature layers of different scales,
as shown in Fig. 1. Considering that the FCN-16s is just under FCN-8s 0.3
% mean intersection over union(mIOU) and has a more concise structure than
the FCN-8s, we adopt the FCN-16s as the basic model to initialize the node
annotation for the GCN nodes. More details of the nodes describes in section
3.1.
3 Graph Model in Semantic Segmentation
The GCN is designed for solving the learning problem defined on the graph struc-
ture data set. The graph structure data can respect as a triple tuple G(N,E,U).
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N respects the nodes set of the graph, it is a |N | ∗ S matrix, |N | is the number
of the graph nodes, S is the dimension of the node annotation vector. E is the
graph edges set. U respects the graph feature, and we omit the U for it not
involved in our task. Different from the data representation in Euclidean spatial,
the matrix N and edges E are not unique in representation. Matrix N corre-
sponded to E, and they are according to the sequence of the nodes. We train
the model by supervised learning. The node nj means the node set in graph j,
tj is the label set to node set nj . So the graph model in our task can be shown
as the equation (2).
min
w
Loss(Fw(G(N,E)), t)
s.t. Gj(N,E) −→ tj , j ǫ Tr.
(2)
We use the cross entropy function as the loss function in our model. Tr means
the training set.
3.1 Node
In our model, the node annotations are initialized by the FCN-16s. By the end-
to-end training, FCN-16s can get the feature map with a stride of 16 and 32, as
shown in Fig. 2. The feature map with strides 32 can obtain the same size of the
feature map with strides 16 by upsampling with the factor 2. The annotation xj
(to node j) is initialized by the concatenation of the two feature vectors and the
location of each node in the feature map. This annotation contains the extracted
features on the local receptive field. In the training process, we obtain the label
of the node by pooling the raw label image.
Fig. 2. The node annotation initialization process. The node annotation is the con-
catenation of two layers of the FCN-16s.
3.2 Edge
In the graph model, the edge is respected by the adjacent matrix. We assume that
each node connects to its nearest l nodes. The connection means that the nodes
annotation can be transferred by the edges in the the graph neural network. We
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give an instance to describe the receptive field in the graph neural network, as
shown in Fig.2. For example, l is 4. In the view of the influence of distance on
correlation, we adopt the weight adjacent matrix A by the Gauss kernel function.
Fig. 3. The receptive field of a 2-layer GCN when l is 4, which is different from the
convolutional layer.
3.3 Training with Graph-FCN
We use GCN to classify the nodes of the graph model that we have established.
The GCN is one of the deep learning methods to process graph structure[12,8].
For a graph the normalized Laplacian matrix L has the form in equation (3).
L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2, (3)
where matrix D is the diagonal degree matrix, Dii =
∑
j Aij . For the Lapla-
cian matrix L has the orthogonal decomposition L = UΛUT , the matrix U is
orthogonal eigenvectors, the matrix Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The
graph fourier transform gθ is defined as
gθ(L) ∗ x = gθ(UΛU
T )x = Ugθ(Λ)U
T = Udiag(θ)UTx. (4)
Use the Chebyshev polynomials as an approximation of gθ, we get
gθ ∗ x ≈ θ0x− θ1D
−1/2AD−1/2x. (5)
Due to that θ0 = −θ1 hold in the first order Chebyshev polynomials, we get the
equation (6),
gθ ∗ x = θ0(I +D
−1/2AD−1/2)x. (6)
In order to ensure convergence, the equation Eq.(7) exactly is one layer operator
in graph convolutional network. This operator takes the role of convolutional
and pool layer in the convolutional newtwork and the features are propagated
between nodes in this process.
Xk+1 = AˆXkΘ, Aˆ = Dˆ−1/2(I +A)Dˆ−1/2), (7)
where Dˆ is the degree matrix of I +A.
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The GCN is a form of Laplacian smoothing. When the messages propa-
gate among the neighbor nodes, the neighbor nodes will tend to have similar
features[14]. This means that the GCN can not be very deep for the over-
smoothing, so we adopt a 2-layers GCN network. The maximum range of node
message the current node received can be regarded as the receptive field in the
graph. For the instance described in section 3.2, the size of receptive field is
5 × 32 × 32, which is five times than that of FCN-16s. Moreover, there is no
nodes disappeared in this progress which means that there is no loss of local
location information.
In the Graph-FCN, the FCN-16s realize the nodes classification and initial-
ization of the graph model in a small feature map. Meanwhile, the 2-layers GCN
gets the classification of the nodes in the graph. We calculate the cross-entropy
loss to the both outputs of these two parts. The same as the FCN-16s model,
the Graph-FCN is also end-to-end training. The network structure shows in Fig.
4.
Nodes
Egdes
Gauss kernel
Weighted-Adj
Upsamle*2
32* upsample
Output 1
Loss 1
Output 2
Loss 2
2- layers GCN
|N|*S
|N|*|N|
16* upsample
Fig. 4. The structure of the Graph-FCN. There are two outputs of the model, and
and two losses L1 and L2. They share the weights of the feature extracted by convo-
lutional layer. L1 is calculated by output1 and L2 calculated by the output2. Through
minimizing L1 and L2, the FCN-16s can improve performance
4 Experiments
In the experiments, we test our model on the VOC2012 dataset and get the
performance improvement than the original FCN model.
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4.1 Implementation
We take a 366× 500 image in VOC dataset as an instance to describe the input
and output in detail. In the FCN-16s, after the several pool layers we obtain
512 channels feature map f1 and 4096 channels feature map f2 of the image.
By upsampling, the feature map f2 achieves the same size as feature map f1 (
4096× 23 × 32 ). As described in section 3.1, we get the the nodes annotation
with the size of 4096 + 512 + 2.
In experiments, the input images are the raw images of the VOC data with
different size. In order to adapt to the different sizes of the images, we set the
batch size 1. The weights of FCN-16s part are initialized by the pre-trained
weights, the results of the FCN-16s are shown in the Table 1. The GCN part is
initialized randomly. In the first 8,000 iterations, we only adjust the parameters
of the GCN part with the learning rate 0.1. Then set the total learning rate
0.00001 to train the whole model with the weight decay 0.1. In the training, we
adopt Adam algorithm as the optimizer.
4.2 Results
The GCN part in the Graph-FCN model can be regarded as a special loss func-
tion. After the model training, the forward output is still the FCN-16s model’s
output. In the test, the forward part of the Graph-FCN has the same structure
as the FCN-16s. But by adding the GCN parts as an additional loss the model
the semantic segmentation mIOU has improved 1.34%.
Table 1. Graph-FCN vs. FCN-16s
method(%) mIOU ACC f.w.IU
FCN-16s 64.57 90.67 84.19
Graph-FCN 65.91 91.98 85.68
Fig.4 shows some samples predicted by Graph-Fcn and FCN. From the Fig.4,
we can see that the proposed Gra has much smoother results compared with
FCN-16. It may be due to that Graph-FCN applies the function of Laplacian
smoothing to smooth the predictions. Moreover, the proposed method reduces
classification error rate. For example, FCN-16 classfies a part of a sheep as a
part of a dog, shown in the second line of Fig.4. It reflects that the Grap-fcn
can extract the messages from the neighbour nodes which help the current node
classification.
5 Conclusion
We model a graph network on the image by the FCN-16s, and propose a Graph-
FCN model for semantic segmentation task. The Graph-FCN model can extract
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Fig. 5. The image semantic segmentation results. The second column is the Graph-
FCN results. The third column is the FCN-16s results. The fourth column is the ground
truth.
the feature on a larger receptive field than the FCN-16s. In the experiment, for
the same forward structure, the Graph-FCN achieves a higher mIOU than the
FCN-16s, which proves that the Graph-FCN enhance the feature extracting for
the pixel classification.
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